
Courland and the House of Wettin 
 
The Duchy of Courland and Semigallia was established in 1561 following the liquidation 
of the Livonian Order. In 1569, it became a tributary state of the Polish-Lithuanian 
Commonwealth. Since its formation and up until the 18th century the Duchy was governed 
by the Kettler dynasty. One of the last Kettler dukes – Friedrich Wilhelm – married 
Russian Princess Anna Ioannovna. Shortly after their wedding, at the start of 1711, the 
Duke unexpectedly died. The Duchy unofficially became a protectorate of Russia and the 
widowed Duchess resided in Mitau (Jelgava). Claims to the throne were also maintained 
by Friedrich Wilhelm’s uncle Ferdinand who lived in Danzig (Gdańsk). He had no 
offspring hence the powerful states near Courland – Poland, Saxony and Russia – eagerly 
awaited Ferdinand’s death to decide the fate of the Duchy. Dispute over the throne of 
Courland exacerbated in 1726. Following Anna Ioannovna’s insistent appeals, the 
Landtag of Courland appointed as the duke her favourite at that time – Maurice de Saxe, 
the illegitimate son of Augustus II, King of Poland. The plan was for the widow of Friedrich 
Wilhelm to wed the new duke albeit this solution served against the interests of Russia 
and was also unpopular with the Polish nobility which damned Maurice during the Sejm 
of 1726. The appointment of Maurice de Saxe was annulled in August of the same year, 
he had to leave the throne and flee from Courland. In 1727, the Commission of Courland 
arranged by the Polish Sejm elected not to annexe Courland to the Polish-Lithuanian 
Commonwealth. The destiny of the Duchy remained uncertain. 
 
In 1736, the Polish Sejm passed a resolution declaring that following Ferdinand’s death 
the new King Augustus III of Saxony would appoint the future Duke of Courland once. The 
remaining member of the House of Kettler died a year later. A candidate who was secretly 
maneuvered towards the throne of Courland was Anna Ioannovna’s Chief Chamberlain 
and favourite Count Ernst Johann Biron. On 12 June 1737 at a conference of Courland’s 
noblemen Biron was unanimously elected the Duke of Courland and Semigallia. Polish 
senators that gathered in Fraustadt (Wschowa) approved the election result as early as 8 
July, on 13 July the King Augustus III signed a temporary diploma, followed by a mandate 
of allegiance for Courland a day later and a licence for the new duke to govern from 
Petersburg. Officially the fief of Courland in Biron’s name was received by the Duchy’s 
Chancellor H. K. Finck von Finckenstein on 20 March 1739. 
 
During the chaotic time of the reign of the last Kettlers many of the duke’s manors had 
been rented, pawned or in some other way transferred over to the noblemen of Courland 
on beneficial conditions. Ernst Johann began to energetically reclaim the duke’s domain 
manors, demanded implementation of current laws and passed new laws thus provoking 
a strong resistance from Courland’s noblemen who had grown accustomed to a weak 
duke in power. On 17 October 1740, the Empress Anna Ioannovna died and before her 
death appointed Ernst Johann as the Regent of Russia to serve until the newly born 
Emperor Ioann III (Ivan VI) came of age. Biron’s enemies organised a coup d'etat on the 
night of 9 November, the Duke was arrested and later exiled to Siberia. Princess Anna 
Leopoldovna, the newly appointed Regent, informed the chief councilmen of the Duchy 
of Courland that Ernst Johan had been removed from the throne and all Biron’s manors, 
including those gifted to him by the former Duchess Anna, had been sequestered. The 
Duke’s property was confiscated and partially transported to Russia. 
 



The nobility of Courland recommended as the new duke Anna Leopoldovna’s brother-in-
law, Prince Ludwig Ernst of Braunschweig-Lüneburg but encountered steep opposition 
from the King of Poland. Elizabeth Petrovna’s ascent to the throne on 25 November 1741 
terminated Ludwig Ernst’s position as a contender. The new monarch acknowledged 
Ernst Johan as the Duke of Courland but rejected all pleas to allow him to return to 
Courland. The last attempt at gaining the Empress’ support in Biron’s case was concluded 
in 1755 by the Landtag of Courland with the permission of the King of Poland. 
 
For eighteen years, the Duchy of Courland had no ruler. In 1758, the King Augustus III 
proposed a new candidate to Russia – his son Carl Christian Joseph. Augustus III was 
confident of the Empress’ support as during the Seven Years’ War the young Prince had 
served in the Russian army. In spring of 1758 Carl of Saxony arrived in the Russian-
occupied Königsberg (Kaliningrad) and from there travelled to Mitau where on 25 March 
he was welcomed by Courland’s magistrate and representatives from the chamber of 
noblemen and merchants. During two sittings of the Landtag in July and September the 
nobility of Courland arrived at a compromise – for the last time to solicit Elizabeth of 
Ernst Johan’s restitution and to accept the Saxon prince only as a last resort following her 
absolute refusal. The envoy in Petersburg failed to disclose these conditions and 
proclaimed that Prince Carl had full support of Courland’s nobility. During that time, the 
Prince was also in Petersburg and in October 1758 succeeded in persuading the Empress 
Elizabeth to support the King’s proposition. The Empress had to guarantee that Biron 
would never be restored to the throne and she would terminate the sequester of the 
Duchy’s property. During his stay in Petersburg, Carl ensured that Stanisław August 
Poniatowski (future King of Poland) was removed from his post as the secretary of the 
Ambassador of Great Britain since he was an enemy to the King of Poland and the House 
of Wettin. 
 
 
In August 1758, the Courland’s representative in Warsaw, de Schoepping, appealed to 
Augustus III of Poland to appoint his son as the Duke of Courland. The Polish Sejm that 
was expected to assemble in Autumn 1758, failed to do so and did not constitute Charles’ 
rights. On 23 October, the Russian representative in Warsaw, Gross, guaranteed that the 
Empress preferred Charles to become the Duke.  
Meanwhile the young Prince returned to the frontline and came back to Warsaw on 16 
November. Three days later the Grand Chancellor of The Crown and Polish senators 
granted the diploma. The young Prince expressed his gratitude in French and Polish. 
Unfortunately, he fell ill and the celebration had to be postponed. The official ceremony 
at the Royal Castle in Warsaw took place on 8 January 1759. Hundreds of officials had 
assembled in the capital on that day. Prince Charles was assisted by the starost of Rezekne 
Korff as a delegate of Courland’s nobility, Chancellor of Courland Otto Christopher von 
der Howen, his son and Colonel de Aloy – another diplomat from Courland. Once the 
Prince had pledged allegiance to his father Augustus III, he left Warsaw and via Białystok, 
Grodno and Kowno arrived in Mitau on 29 March. He was welcomed by the residents of 
Courland and the representative of the Russian Empire, de Simolin. On 23 April, the 
Prince travelled to Petersburg and had an audience with the Empress on 1 May. On July 
16, the Empress lifted the sequester order from Courland’s manors. 
 
The Prince returned to his new capital and on 24 October restored all privileges to 
Courland’s nobility that had been granted by the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. On 5 



November noblemen pledged their allegiance to the new duke. The ensuing celebration 
attracted more than 400 noblemen from 27 counties. In comparison, only about 80 
representatives of nobility had attended the Duke Friedrich Casimir’s celebration in 
1682. On this occasion, Courland celebrated with abundance and guns were fired more 
than 100 times in honour of their new ruler. 
 
The Duke’s court attracted many Polish noblemen. Three young noblemen became 
renowned during the Bar Confederation (1768-1772): Casimir Pulaski, Szymon 
Kossakowski and Teodor Dzierżbicki. On March 1760, the Duke secretly married 
Franciszka Krasińska from a lesser Polish noble family. Their marriage was announced 
two years later and shocked the Polish society and the King. 
 
The Empress Elizabeth of Russia died in 1762. Peter III of Russia who was fascinated with 
the Prussian King and his military drill emerged as the new Emperor. He disliked the 
Duke because he suspected Carl of having once deserted from the battlefield. A delegation 
from Courland travelled to Petersburg. Peter declared that Catholics could not rule a 
Lutheran country. Carl responded by sending his envoy to Russia alas he was not 
welcomed and had to return. A coup d'etat in Russia and the rise of Catherine the Great 
failed to ensure Carl would remain in power. On 24 December 1762, de Simolin began to 
plot against the young Wettin. He demanded access for Russian troops as they planned to 
defer to Courland’s manors during the winter months. Manors were once again 
sequestered and Russian control points were established in Mitau close to the Duke’s 
palace and other important buildings. Thus, an unofficial blockade of the city had begun. 
Ernest Johann Biron was released and returned home after 22 years in exile. The Empress 
Catherine expected him to reclaim the throne. Biron returned in January 1763 and 
ordered the Landtag of Courland to assemble on 10 February. He was proclaimed as the 
rightful duke with support from Russia and the power of diploma granted to him by the 
King Augustus III in 1739. In exchange the Empress Catherine offered two former 
dioceses in Germany to Carl albeit he refused. 
 
King Augustus gathered the members of the Senate and sent his emissary to Petersburg 
to support his son. Two commissioners arrived in Mitau – Konstanty Ludwik Plater, 
Voivode of Mścisław, and Tadeusz Lipski, Castellan of Łęczyca. As soon as Tadeusz Lipski 
had arrived he published the King’s memorandum in which he asked the residents of 
Courland to support Carl. After the document had been placed inside a church and City 
Hall, it was removed by Russian colonel Schröder . 
 
On 12 February, General Count de Browne, Governor of Riga, arrived in Mitau to meet 
with the Duke Carl. After their meeting the Empress’ representative ordered Wettin to 
leave Courland as he preferred not to ask him officially via a memorandum. De Simolin 
insisted he would not tolerate the Polish Commission in Mitau either. Castellan Tadeusz 
Lipski protested this decision on 29 January 1763. He pleaded with the King to send 
reinforcements –  at the time there were only 40 dragoons assisting the senators of 
Poland.  
Meanwhile Russians had assembled five regiments in Courland. Tadeusz Lipski 
presumed these events could lead to the loss of Courland, as well as Polish Livonia. He 
advised the King to seek international support from Turkey while Polish lesser nobility 
in Livonia and Lithuania considered forming a confederation to protect Carl. The 
Lithuanian House of Zabiełło led the noblemen travelling to Mitau, following growing 



concerns about Wettin’s wellbeing. A major conflict was avoided although there were a 
few minor incidents in March and April 1763, in which Russian soldiers sustained 
injuries. 
 
Finally, King Augustus III ordered his son to leave Mitau and after a six-month long 
blockade the Duke finally left on 26 April. Chancellor Otto von der Howen saw him off as 
Carl officially departed due to ill health and in need of rest. He had already declared 
Ernest Johann Biron as an impostor and since the Chancellor refused to accept the new 
duke he was removed from the office. 
 
In June 1763, the Empress Catherine guaranteed Biron’s right to rule. Carl moved to 
Warsaw and later travelled to Dresden. He refused to accept his fate and tried to reclaim 
the throne during the Bar Confederation. The House of Biron took over the Duchy and 
ruled until the Third Partition of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, which marked 
the end of the Duchy of Courland. 
 
 
Fun fact: Prince Carl corresponded with Casanova who tried to teach him alchemy  
 
 


